mappings by introducing a mean value iteration method. In this manner the Banach contraction principle has been generalized. Subsequently, Rhoades [10] , [11] proved that for a mapping of a Banach space X into itself satisfying a certain contractive type condition, if the sequence of Mann iterates converges, then it converges to a fixed point of T. In 1974, Ishikawa [4] introduced another iteration procedure as a generalization of the notion of Mann's iteration procedure and obtained fixed point of contractive type mappings. In 1983, Naimpally and Singh [8] proved an important theorem which asserts that any mapping T of a Banach space into itself satisfying one of the following inequalities at each of points x,y £ X: Let X be a normed space and K be a nonempty subset of X. The Ishikawa iteration process associated with a multivalued mapping T : K -* CB(K) (which becomes that of [4] if T is single-valued self-mapping) is defined as follows:
x 0 € K, y n = P n a n + (1 -Pn)x n , n > 0, a n G Tx n , x n+ i = (1 -a n )x n -(-a n b n , n > 0, 6" G Ty n . In the Ishikawa scheme [4] , {a n }, {/?"} satisfy 0 < a n < /?" < 1 for all n, limn-.co P n = 0 and S^Lo a nfin -oo. Naimpally and Singh [8] used the assumptions: (i) 0 < a n < 1, 0 < (3 n < 1 for all n, (ii) lim a" = a > 0, (iii) lim/? n = /? < 1. In this paper (in Theorem 1) we shall also use the assumption: (iv) ||a n -6 n || < H(Txn,Ty n ) + with e n > 0 and limn-,,» e n = 0, which is also possible due to Lemma 1 and is already satisfied in the case of single-valued mappings. Proof. Since lima" = a > 0, there exists an integer N > 1 such that f < a n for all n > N. Hence, for n > N, we have a lkn+1 -«n|| = C*n| | &n ~ «n|| > ^\\b n ~ ®n|| • By hypothesis, it implies that ||6 n -x n || ->• 0, which further implies that ||x n -Ty n || -»• 0 and ||6 n -p|| -»• 0. By the nature of x n and j/ n , we have (2) ||x n -y B || = ||x n -P n a n -(1 -/J n )x n || = f3 n ||x n -a"|| < < ||«»-6n|| + ||6n-a B || < \\x n -b n \\ + H(Tx n ,Ty n ) + s n . Moreover, (3) ||x n -Tx"|| < ||x n -6 n || + ||6" -Tx n \\ < < \\x n -b n \\ + H(Tx n ,Ty n ), (4) ||y n -Ty n \\ < ||(3 n a n + (1 -(3 n )x n -Ty n || < < K-T»n|| + ||®B-T»n|| < < H(Tx n ,Ty n ) + \\x n -Ty n \\ < < H(Tx n ,Ty n ) + \\x n -b n \\,
Main results
||y" -Tx n || = ||p n a n + (1 -(3 n )x n -Tx n \\ < < f3 n \\a n -Tx n || + (1 -f3 n )\\x n -Tx n || < < ||x" -Tx n \\ < ||x" -6"|| + H(Tx n ,Ty n ).
Substituting x = x n , y = y n in (1) and using (2)- (5), we have
H(Tx n ,Ty n ) < h(2\\x n -Ml + H(Tx n ,Ty n I i c-n I -^ 2h " * • I h

^K-MI+irr«.
Letting n -• oo, we obtain H(Tx n ,Ty n ) -• 0. Therefore, ||xn -Ta;n|| -• 0 and \\p-Tx n \\ 0. Now substituting x = x n , y = p in (1), we obtain Using the triangular inequality, we get By using (7), (8) Letting n -t oo, we obtain H(Tx n ,Tp) -• 0. By (7), it follows that |b -Tj»|| = 0. Hence p 6 Tp. Suppose that ||x n || is the Mann type iteration scheme defined by (11) x Q = X, x n+ i = x n -c n fx n + c n a n , a n eTx n ,n> 0,
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Banach space and let T : X -*• CB(X) and f : X X be mappings satisfying one of the following contractive definitions at each pair of points x,y G X:
where {c"} satisfies co = l,0<c n <l for n > 0 and {c n } is bounded away from zero. If x n -• u and f is continuous at u, then u is a coincidence point off andT.
Proof. Using (11), we obtain
IK -fx n || = -||«n -®n+l|| ^ 0 as 71 00 . c n It follows that ||Tx n -/u|| 0, ||Tx n -/x n || -f 0 and ||a n -/u|| ^ 0. Using triangular inequality, we have (12) ||fu -Tu|| < \\fu -fx n || + ||fx n -a n || + ||a B -Ttt||.
If ( (1)) are strong and eliminate a number of mappings. Let X = R, Tx = 20 -x. Then T does not satisfy any one of the conditions (a)-(d), whereas sequence of Ishikawa iterates (for xo = 10) converges to the fixed point of T. We can however apply our Theorem 2 (and its Corollary), by considering / = 40 -3x to obtain a coincidence point (and common fixed point) of / and T.
Several other results (cf. [7] , [10] and [11] ) may also be seen to follow as immediate corollaries to our Theorem 2.
We show that condition of compatibility of / and T in Corollary 3 cannot be dropped. 
